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Abstract:

This research analyses the collective discourse of non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
promoting the Rights-of-Nature (RoN) in Uganda, which have recently gained legal
recognition. Findings reveal the framing of RoN by NGOs challenges anthropocentric law,
claiming to protect the intrinsic value of Uganda‟s nature. Importantly, RoN is claimed to
facilitate greater recognition of customary-ecological-governance systems, which are being
revived in specific communities in western Uganda, and are understood to traditionally value
the RoN through their protection of sacred-natural-sites. The NGOs‟ orchestrated professional
strategies and cohesive vision suggests they are an „epistemic community‟ which has gained
agency to promote their discourse at national, regional and international levels of decisionmaking. The discourse risks being somewhat essentialist, and there are future uncertainties
regarding RoN‟s implementation and enforcement. Nevertheless, this study argues NGOs
assembled as an epistemic community can play a positive role in realising radical
environmentalism by creating legislative instruments upon which grassroot actors may use to
strengthen their claims.
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Acronyms:

ABN: African Biodiversity Network
ACHPR: African Commission for Human and Peoples Rights
AFRICE: African Institute for Culture and Ecology
ANARDE: Advocates for Natural Resources and Development
CEG: Customary Ecological Governance
EJ: Environmental Justice
GoU: Government of Uganda
NAPE: National Association of Professional Environmentalists
NEA: National Environmental Act
NEMA: National Environmental Management Authority
NGO: Non-Governmental Organisation
OSEIA: Open Society Initiative for East Africa
RoN: Rights of Nature
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1.0 Introduction

In March 2019, the Government of Uganda (GoU) revised the National Environmental Act
(NEA), recognising Nature itself as having „the right to exist, persist, maintain and regenerate
its vital cycles, structure, functions and its processes in evolution‟ (NEA, 2019, Article 4(1)).
The GoU must now legally protect RoN as Uganda plans to become an extractive-based
economy (Reuters, 2018). Like other Governments, the GoU has a record of prioritising national
economic growth over the local ecological integrity of highly biodiverse, and socioeconomically, culturally and spiritually important ecologies (Holterman, 2014; McKenzie et al.
2017; Mawejje, 2019). Ugandan environmentalism has also been marked by a history of
environmental injustice, including forcible evictions, the disrespect of indigenous knowledge
and uneven distribution of socio-economic benefits (Cavanagh and Himmelfarb, 2014; Nel,
2015; Carmody and Taylor, 2016; Schrenkenberg et al. 2013). In this context, NGOs
claiming ecological justice suggests the presence of a „new wave‟ of environmentalism.
Using discourse analysis, a closely connected network of NGOs is shown to be claiming
RoN in order to create a policy environment which enables grassroot-actors to practise
customary-ecological-governance

(CEG)

systems.

This

includes

the

protection

of

traditionally sacred-natural-sites which are understood to play a key role in realising food and
water sovereignty. Overall, NGOs can influence institutions, people and discourse to
promote alternative framings of social and ecological justice.

This study is interested in how the RoN-discourse in Uganda relates to the politics of discourse
where different environmental interests, values and ways of being compete to advance
particular framings of sustainability (Leach, 2015). This highlights if RoN is aimed at
fundamentally confronting and transforming existing political, legal and economic structures
and narratives. This is important as there is growing consensus amongst academics and
6

activists that in order to reconcile greater socio-ecological justice and sustainability, systemic
changes are required (Temper et al. 2018; Diaz et al. 2019). Robbins (2004) highlights how
the challenge, or „hatchet‟, to power structures must be complemented by the construction
and pursuit of an alternative, a „seed‟. Acknowledging this, transformative environmentalism
confronts hegemonic power, to create democratic spaces to advance alternative emancipatory
sustainabilities embedded within the knowledge, values, interests and technologies of local
communities (Sterling, 2015). This study traces the transformative quality of Uganda‟s RoN
discourse in regards to what future is envisioned, by whom and for what purpose.

RoN is focused upon because proponents frame it as a legal tool to confront and transform
anthropocentric environmental governance (Cullinan, 2011). This is to recognise the intrinsic
value of nature rather than protecting nature once valued as a „natural capital‟ with utility for
particular visions of human socio-economic „development‟ (Ito and Montini, 2019). Such ideas
stem from the philosopher and cultural historian Thomas Berry, who presented an Earth
jurisprudence whereby „every living being has rights that are derived from existence itself‟
(Berry, 2011:228). RoN recognises Earth as an interdependent more-than-human community
in which humans are trustees with duties and responsibilities to respect nature to ensure
ecological stability and support human wellbeing (Thiong‟O, 2011). Proponents claim RoN as
a means to realise greater recognition of non-dualist indigenous peoples‟ cosmologies and
CEG-systems which recognise interconnectedness of nature and society (Hosken, 2011; Rafi,
2017). Within the philosophy of Earth jurisprudence, the CEG-systems of indigenous peoples
and rural communities are understood to have maintained an intimacy with local ecologies,
therefore best understand the character and ways of respecting RoN (Mason, 2011).
Accordingly, RoN has transformational potential, engaging with both power and culture
(Rodriguez et al. 2017).
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This study examines why RoN has been claimed in Uganda, and how proponents gained the
agency to see RoN legally recognised. It suggests the presence of an epistemic community,
a multi-actor network sharing professional norms and policy-goals creating a cohesiveness
which allows them to influence governmental and non-governmental decision-making
processes (Cross, 2013). The epistemic community shares the vision of Earth jurisprudence
and is connected to grassroot EJ-struggles in Uganda‟s western oil-affected Albertine Graben,
and to regional and global policy-making through the involvement of transnational actors.
Similar to Wild et al. (2010), they understand protecting indigenous peoples‟ sacred-naturalsites can enable greater food sovereignty, cultural integrity and biodiversity conservation
effectiveness. Recognition of RoN has been formalised through an orchestrated advocacy
strategy which ensures each actors‟ professionalism complements the shared aims. Some
actors work at the grassroots level to revitalise and document CEG-systems as evidence for
other actors engaged with international and regional decision-makers to influence policies
which support national-level claims.

The RoN-advocacy discourse in Uganda views environmental change as best embedded in
local histories and identities, and is less interested in short-term replicable models for change.
The concern for epistemic justice and critique of market-based and exclusionary conservation
presents a more radical alternative to Uganda‟s technoscientific and apolitical environmental
norms. The network uses imaginative strategies with indigenous peoples to revive customary
knowledge and value-systems. Additionally, advocates engage with national and transnational
institutions to create policies which offer grassroot actors‟ greater ability to claim rights in the
future. This indicates how the RoN-networks relates to both reformist and radical
environmental strategies (Dryzek, 2013). The RoN is therefore not strictly radically
transformative in itself. Rather, it facilitates citizen-led green transformations by building the
capacity of local communities to claim cultural-rights and construct counter-discourses of
environmental governance, supported by the creation of legislative instruments such as RoN.
8

2.0

Theory

This section outlines:
1) The importance of recognising how EJ is multi-dimensional and connected to politics
of knowledge and discourse.

2) How a transformative approach to EJ recognises citizens can increase their agency to
impact upon hegemonic power, thus re-centring grassroot actors as agents of change.

3) How non-local actors may assemble around socio-environmental issues which has
implications for EJ-struggles.

2.1 Environmental Justice:
Examining how the distribution of ecological goods and services may disproportionately affect
certain social groups is a central line of inquiry within political-ecology (Watts and Peet, 2004).
Communities are heterogenous, and increasing resource scarcity and degradation will thus
disproportionately burden certain social groups (Robbins, 2012). Robbins‟s (2012)
„environmental conflict‟ thesis explains such unevenness depends on how divisions of labour
and power inequalities affect the relationship between one‟s livelihood and general wellbeing,
and ecological functioning and natural-resource access and use arrangements. Politicalecologists highlight how gender, class and ethnically specific property-rights arrangements
and labour divisions result in differential material dependencies on specific ecologies,
explaining why environmental changes caused by the social-metabolisms (the input and out
flows of energy and resources) of industrialised societies create winners and losers (Bullard,
1994; Martinez-Alier, 2014; Robbins, 2012). Depending on the extent of environment harm,
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EJ movements may emerge. This includes struggles whereby non-self-identifying
environmentalists become „ecologized,‟ resisting resource enclosure or extraction frontiers to
sustain their socio-economic attachments with the environment: „environmentalism of the
poor‟ (Martinez-Alier, 2002). Subsequently, struggles for social justice may also realise greater
ecological justice (Taylor, 2000).

A materialist perspective on ecological distribution conflicts helps highlight the politicisation of
environmental change, but it is limited. Procedural justice is critical in allowing different actors
to present their views on environmental change and ensure benefit-sharing agreements meet
their interests (Martin, 2017). However, within decision-making processes, participants may
be tokenistic and experience pressure to „assimilate to dominant discourses of nature and
society,‟ thus marginalising alternative knowledge (Martin et al. 2013: 122). Procedural justice
cannot be delivered unless there is acknowledgment of alternative environmental languages
of valuation, to arrange locally-appropriate conditions for informed and balanced dialogue
(Rodriguez et al. 2017; Martinez-Alier, 2009). One should therefore remain critical of
participation and recognise how environmental injustice stems from an interconnection
between the distribution of uneven environmental harms, inequitable procedural justice and
the misrecognition of culture difference (Schlosberg, 2004).

The misrecognition of alternative environmental meanings may derive from certain framings
of environmental sustainability and justice receiving an authoritative position (Escobar, 1998;
Leach, 2015). As Robbins (2012:208) states, „often concepts and constructions of community
and nature…propel or suppress conflict.‟ He suggests environmental discourse is politically
loaded, whereby some social constructions of nature and society receive their authority
through its appeal to dominant narratives (ibid). For example, ecosystem-services, biodiversity
and carbon-credits are contemporary constructions of nature as a series of independent
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components which can be priced and managed accordingly (Escobar, 1998). This portrays a
technoscientific and apolitical discourse, one which appeals to the dominant capitalist „ecomodernisation‟ theory by offering new avenues to commoditise nature and maintain capital
accumulation, whilst mitigating against further ecological degradation caused by capital
accumulation processes (ibid; Büscher and Fletcher, 2015). Eco-modernisation discourse has
fuelled new „green-grabs‟, with conservation frontiers spreading into new spaces, squeezing
local communities between changing land-use and property-rights regimes for both
conservation and industrialisation, whereby only some within heterogenous communities can
access benefits (Scoones et al. 2013; Igoe, 2014). Frequently, the result is (re)produced
inequities both within the local communities and their relation to distant industrial sociometabolisms (Martinez-Alier et al. 2010; Carmody and Taylor, 2016).

Political-ecology highlights how framings of nature and society which complement dominant
interests and concerns will gain greater political support, and thus power to naturalise an idea
as „truth‟ (Sullivan, 2006). This (re)creates a discursive hegemony. In turn, specific material
realities emerge in which local complexities are overlooked, reducing exploration into new
ways to promote more innovative, locally appropriate adaptations to climate and ecological
change (Smith and Ely, 2015). People may then become subjects of environmental conflicts
to defend one‟s identification with local ecologies, associated with livelihoods or culturalspiritual interests, norms and values (Robbins, 2012). This highlights how material outcomes
relate to non-material subjectivities and explains how EJ-struggles also concern the
misrecognition of alternative languages of valuation (Martinez-Alier, 2014). Overall, examining
how nature-society relations are framed and by whom highlights the politics between
discourses, and helps reveal the structural causes of, and responses to, epistemic injustice,
inequitable participation and the uneven distribution of environmental harm (Dryzek, 2013;
Martin, 2017).
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2.2 Transformations:
Not all EJ-struggles stand in opposition to dominant political-economic structures and
narratives (Avci, 2017; Jaiswal; 2018). Nevertheless, grassroot EJ-struggles often „support
and aid radical transformation processes‟ (Temper et al. 2018:760). Referring to Robbins‟s
(2004) „hatchet‟ and „seed‟ analogy, it is important to understand how the experience and
discourse of EJ may shape the way an alternative (seed) is imagined, and how it can motivate
or be guided by the challenge. Neglecting how seeds are formulated would fail to reveal how
hegemonic powers affect the way in which people perceive a seed as realistic, or whether
people are truly satisfied with the outcome of a struggle. A conflict may be seemingly resolved
when there is more equitable distribution of environmental benefits. However, a „benefit‟ is
subjective. Closer inspection may find certain social groups assimilated dominant discourses,
accepting conditions which clash with their interests, norms and values (Rodriguez et al.
2017). This highlights how conflict resolution may be framed as a successful mutuallybeneficial outcome according to the dominant narrative, but in reality, cultural-power
asymmetries persist (ibid).

Alternatively, a transformations approach to EJ-struggles views power and culture as central
considerations when envisioning greater justice and sustainability (Rodriguez et al. 2017).
Analytically, a transformation approach critically engages with environmental conflict,
exploring how it relates to discourse, people, and institutions, including who gets to define
conflict resolution (ibid; Leach, 2015). This approach recognises injustice is the first step
towards sustainable futures: conflict is productive, potentially materialising immediate
transformational change or helping develop the power to impact upon hegemony (Della
Porta, 2008; Sterling, 2015). As Temper et al. (2018:753) suggest, EJ-struggles „often
inspires the quest for more localized and democratic forms of governing resources and
commons and leads to new practices and alternative forms of provisioning and production.‟ A
transformation approach is more visibly in opposition to dominant power structures, and
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represents a commitment to realising justice through imaginative alternatives embedded
within local interests and value-systems, not limited to technical, rational, or pragmatic thinking
(ibid). This requires looking beyond the short-term „episodes‟ in which conflict occurs,
revitalising deeper histories „to ensure that long terms strategies to transform conflicts are
rooted in peoples‟ own history and identities,‟ empathising the importance of epistemic justice
(Rodriquez et al. 2017:12). A transformation approach subsequently embraces the multidimensionality of EJ, and represents what Dryzek (2013) may classify an „imaginative-radical‟
environmentalism, challenging hegemony and thinking beyond the prosaic and pragmatic.

Given questions of power are central to a transformations approach to EJ, it is important to
understand how hegemonic „power over‟ and agency to materialise alternatives is
conceptualised within related literature. Hegemonic power is understood by referring to
Lukes‟s (2005) and Gaventa‟s (2006) power-cube. This framework describes how „power over‟
manifests in three forms: visible, hidden and invisible. „Visible‟ or structural power refers to
public institutional, legal and political-economic decision-making structures. „Hidden‟ power is
concerned with bias or exclusion within decision-making processes (Rodriguez et al. 2017).
„Invisible‟ power is more complex, concerning Gramsci‟s (1971) understanding of hegemony
whereby elites dominate the means of resistance through control of the cultural arena through
tools such as education and the media. Therefore, resistance strategies are less revolutionary,
helping to hold dominant structures to account, thus maintaining their legitimacy (ibid).
Invisible power thus refers to the internalisation of feeling powerless, and connects with the
other forms of power (Lukes, 2005).

EJ transformations literature also refers to scholars including Veneklassen and Miller (2002)
who are concerned with how social movements may gain agency to impact upon the forms of
hegemony through „power with‟ and „power within‟. Agency, or „power to,‟ refers to how actors
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define problems and mobilise the resources and knowledge to meet their goals (Arts and Van
Tatenhove, 2004 in Rodriguez et al. 2017). „Power with‟ is agency developed through
collective action and „power within‟ relates to constructing alternative narratives and a strong
sense of self and place (ibid). The ability to mobilise these sources of agency determines the
capability to challenge institutional structures, networks and culture which are creating the
situations of domination (ibid). These different forms of power present a framework in which
to understand the agency of transformational change (Rodriquez et al. 2017).

2.3 Assemblages:
As Rodriguez et al. (2017) suggest, the ability to impact upon the forms of dominant powers
relates to how supported an alternative is by multiple different actors who can collectively
provide a diversity of resources, generate new knowledge to bring clarity to pre-assumptions,
ensure greater recognition of customary decision-making processes and increase the
representation of alternatives within policy-making institutions. Gupta (2013) describes how a
successful environmental social movement should comprise of a grassroots base, interaction
between different networks and gain support from institutions to influence policy-making. Here,
the aim is to maintain an active citizen base without being co-opted when formalising
alternatives (ibid). Leach and Scoones (2015) emphasise how such movements need to
clearly articulate shared values and identities and link to broader issues which should be
voiced from local to global levels. Therefore, whilst EJ-struggles are embedded in the
grassroots, a wide support network can be beneficial for EJ-struggles as they face structural
constraints (Smith and Ely, 2015).

Support networks may stem from the formation of multi-actor assemblages or coalitions
which converge around a common concern for particular socio-ecological change (Kumar,
2014). An assemblage represents a union of diverse and often competing environmental
14

values and interests (ibid). The knowledge, resources and degree of connection to other
assemblages at different scales depends on who joins the network (ibid). Subsequently,
there are many different context-specific factors which influence the character and internal
power-dynamics of an assemblage, and thus it‟s stability and flexibility (ibid). The nature of
the „translocal‟ assemblage thus impacts an alternative‟s „power with‟ and „within‟ (Gerber et
al. 2009; Bebbington et al. 2008).

Within environmental assemblages, non-local activists and NGOs often join grassroot EJstruggles to support them with technologies and trainings, and linking the resistance to higherlevel actions such as direct lobbying to create a „seed from above‟ (Temper et al. 2018).
However, this risks essentialising local communities, overlooking historic local complexities
and expecting transformations to just emerge with the right inputs (Smith and Ely, 2015;
Berkhout et al. 2004). Nevertheless, there still remains the possibility external actors may
engage in transformations without presenting such negative results, recognising how change
should remain embedded within local identities. Transformations literature refers to „outscaling‟ rather than up-scaling, which means to avoid the top-down rigidity of attempting to
replicate alternatives, and instead enable social learning to inspire others to form their own
alternatives representing their local-knowledge (Temper et al. 2018). Such education and
efforts to open-up inter-cultural dialogue could also help to decolonise EJ activism (Temper,
2018). This presents an opportunity to further explore how multi-actor networks may facilitate
such out-scaling of transformative environmentalism.

NGO-networks may also share an „episteme‟ on how to best support transformative
environmentalism. Literature is mostly critical on the role of „epistemic communities‟ within
environmental politics. Past research suggests epistemic communities lack reflexivity and
create universal „blueprints‟ framed as replicable models for „win-win‟ outcomes, neglecting
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local complexities (De Francisco and Boelens, 2015). Such arguments come from studies into
more market-based environmentalism and a transnational conservation elite (ibid; Holmes,
2011). Cross (2013) highlights how such studies see epistemic communities as influencing
policy purely based on technical expertise. She claims this is reductionist, arguing it can be
sharing professional knowledge, policy-goals and motivations which makes them persuasive
(ibid). This interpretation allows for exploration into whether epistemic communities espousing
radical claims have transformative qualities in facilitating social learning and enabling
grassroot actors to resist hegemonic powers. It provides a platform to question whether
epistemic communities use different reform or rebel strategies and discourses to influence
change depending on the actor/audience. This helps build upon Tulet‟s (1998) calls to
question whether environmental discourse changes depending on particular settings and
audiences, and why.
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3.0 Methodology

The objectives of this research are three-fold:
1) Discern the shared discourse between RoN-advocates and illustrate how radical the
discourse is in relation to Uganda‟s key environmental conservation trends.

2) Analyse the strategies and agency of the RoN-advocacy, and if the RoN-network
represents an epistemic community.

3) Assess the transformative quality of the RoN-advocacy given it is driven by non-local
actors.

3.1 Methodological Framework:
Due to limited time and resources, this research employs a structured discourse analysis,
based upon Dryzek‟s (2013) methodological frameworks to discern Uganda‟s RoN-discourse
(Hewitt, 2009). Though stemming from a Foucauldian perspective, Dryzek (2013:22) differs
from other critical analysts such as Fairclough (1995) as he posits there is no all-powerful
hegemonic narrative „conditioning not just agreement but the terms of dispute.‟ Rather,
environmental politics is presented as multiple cooperating or competing meanings assigned
to nature and society, upon which different actors converge and shape policy (ibid). Similar to
Hajer (1995), the focus of the analysis is not solely on linguistics, but also social practices
including cultural and professional norms (Hewitt, 2009). Although, in Foucauldian style,
questions of power remain central, as discourse has power to be accepted and condition
people (Dryzek, 2013). Furthermore, Dryzek acknowledges discourse relates to the material,
contrasting a post-structuralist perspective where nature is a purely social construction, which
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is anthropocentric and rejects material realities, such as climate change (ibid; ShoremanOuiment and Kopnina, 2017). Though Dryzek‟s (2013) analyses environmental discourse in
global public-policy, this research is focused on a specific case-study, more similar to Hajer‟s
(1995) research approach. Though offering limited representativeness, a case-study provides
a detailed and multifaceted analysis of Uganda‟s RoN-advocacy discourse (Tellis, 1997).

The corpus for the discourse analysis includes NGO blogs, websites, news articles and grey
literature including organisational policy, research and strategic reports. The corpus also
includes interview transcripts. Seven interviews were conducted with five environmental
organisations supporting RoN, interviewed in Kampala (July, 2019) and over Skype (May,
2019). Following Hajer‟s (1995) advice, initial desk-based research helped map out key
stakeholders who were then contacted for an interview. „Helicopter interviews‟ were also
conducted with three Ugandan NGO‟s working on national parks and community-based
conservation to gain an „overview from different perspectives‟ (ibid:73). Interviews will be
referenced in text by interviewee‟s organisation then date (day/month/year).

For further details on data collection methods, please see figure 1.0 in the appendix.
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3.2 Data Analysis:
1. Interview transcripts from RoN-related organisations working in Uganda are analysed
according to Dryzek‟s (2013) framework on environmental discourse to outline the RoNadvocacy discourse and illustrate its radical and reformist positions. Dryzek (2013:17-19)
suggested questions for such analysis: 1) how is the world seen through the discourse; 2)
how does the discourse view relationships between nature and society; 3) who are the
agents within the discourse and what are their motives. These questions strucutre the first
analytical section of this study.

2. Qualitative data is further analysed to show how the RoN-advocates connect across
different scales in relation to the different strategies employed to realise RoN. Inspired by
Rodriguez et al. (2017), this research then discusses how RoN-advocates have
materialised agency to impact upon the forms of hegemonic power.

3. RoN-advocacy is then compared to Cross‟s (2013) understanding of epistemic
communities to explore how an epistemic community is operating in Uganda, claiming
RoN. This helps discuss the role of NGOs in transformations to greater environmental
justice and sustainability.

3.3 Ethical Considerations:
RoN is new legislation in Uganda and potentially obstructive to industrial development. The
GoU has previously attempted to amend land laws to suit its own developmental plans (Land
Portal, 2016). Similar to South America, RoN could be opposed by State and private-sector
actors with interests in blocking such legislation (Calzadilla and Kotzé, 2018). Accordingly, this
research took measures to ensure it did not jeopardise the years of activism into claiming RoN,
or cause any negative impact to a participant‟s or organisation‟s reputation and security.
19

Mitigation measures included ensuring participants provided their verbal or written consent,
prior to interviews, after reading a consent form which outlined their right to withdraw, to
confidentiality and how their information would be used. Participants were asked if
organisation names could be used. No personal data was collected and no vulnerable persons
were contacted.

As interviewees were speaking about indigenous peoples‟ who have been and remain
marginalised in Uganda (Gilbert and Sena, 2018), this research has been careful to ensure
the interviewees‟ representation of local communities is ad verbatim to avoid harming their
position and community-NGO relations (Smith, 2010). However, objectivity will never be fully
achieved as this study is based on the interpretation of qualitative data by a British white male
(Bourke, 2014). The researcher is an outsider within debates around Ugandan environmental
issues and indigeneity. During interviews, NGO workers may have altered their responses to
the positionality of the researcher. Interviewees may not have provided more detailed nuanced
answers for feeling the researcher might not understand the specific context, and/or give
responses which promote the more positive aspects of their organisation and strengthen their
arguments. Therefore, underlying this research is recognition that as a researcher, „we are not
neutral, scientific observers, untouched by the emotional and political contexts of places where
we do our research‟ (Skelton, 2001:89 in Bourke 2014).

Ethical approval for this research was received from SOAS by an authorised ethical officer
(Figure 2.0 in appendix).
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4.0

The Storyline of Rights-of-Nature

Through applying Dryzek‟s (2013) analytical framework, this section outlines the collective
storyline, „the essence of the discourse‟ of six social-environmental NGOs (see figure 1.0)
converged around RoN as a „discourse coalition‟ or discourse assemblage (Hewitt, 2009:11;
Hajer, 1995).

Figure 1.0: Table describing the organisations and their roles within Uganda’s RoN-advocacy
network.
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4.1 The Ontology:
RoN-advocates spoke about nature being an „Earth Community,‟ many interconnected smaller
subjects. One interviewee articulated this when saying „‟…nature is part of us, we are part of
nature…‟‟ and went further to say „‟…ultimately, nature has control over humanity…authority
comes from nature‟‟ (AFRICE, 04/07/19). This remark resembles deep ecological thinking
whereby the interviewee recognises a self-within-a-self (Dryzek, 2013; Taylor, 2000). The
construction of the Earth as a communal entity in which local and global humans and nonhumans are connected is an idea shared throughout the philosophy of Earth jurisprudence
(Burdon, 2011). It implies nature is not matter, rather a larger being, Mother Earth, with its own
rights relative to material ecological laws, which sit above human law in a legal hierarchy (ibid).

This ontology of interconnectedness contrasts with the nature-society dichotomy underpinning
protectionist and market-based conservation, where nature can be controlled, commoditised
and managed to benefit specific premediated socio-economic goals (Adams and Hutton,
2007). This subsequently resists the rights of certain actors to exclude people from certain
parcels of land to realise Edenic fetishizations of „wilderness,‟ or to accumulate capital through
green-economy approaches such as carbon-forestry (Cavanagh and Himmelfarb, 2014;
Carmody and Taylor, 2016). Such discourse highlights how RoN is being claimed to realise
ecological justice for ecologies upon which livelihoods, identities and cultures are understood
to depend upon. This supports Robbins‟s (2012:216-7) „environmental subjects and identities‟
thesis, indicating how proponents have emerged to use RoN „as a new opportunity‟ to
challenge „institutionalised and power-laden environmental management regimes.‟

Additionally, RoN-advocates connect Earth jurisprudence with indigenous peoples‟ traditional
knowledge and practices, highlighting how the discourse links epistemic justice concerns with
RoN. When speaking about Earth jurisprudence in Africa, one participant said „‟…when you
22

look at African traditions and cultures, they cannot be separated from the laws of nature. Their
food systems, belief systems, are interconnected with the laws of nature‟‟ (NAPE, 16/07/19).
This suggests a generalised belief that indigenous peoples in Africa are not economically
rational individuals. Instead, relate to a moral economy, extended to the Earth community
(Scott, 1976). Advocates understand indigenous communities in western Uganda traditionally
respect RoN through their CEG-systems, most importantly through the protection of sacrednatural-sites to allow for seed and water ceremonies (see figure 2.0). Accordingly, such
discourse proposes traditionally sacred geographies exist whereby the customary values,
beliefs and norms allow local communities to be framed as environmentalists, though perhaps
accidental, strengthening the RoN-discourses demands for more recognition and protection
of CEG-systems and nature‟s intrinsic rights by normative environmental regimes (Kent and
Orlowska, 2018). The connection between indigenous spiritual governance and conservation
has gained international policy attention (Sobrevila, 2008; Oviedo and Jeanrenaud, 2007).
Now Uganda has political action around such correlations.

Proponents are speaking in terms of community languages of valuation and cultural rights,
extending concern from individual capabilities to a community‟s capability to function
(Schlosberg and Carruthers, 2010). This confronts governmental and conservationist
narratives in Uganda which frame local individual community-members as ecological
degraders, unless there is a socio-economic incentive to behave pro-environmentally (NEMA,
2017). Previous literature shows how such discourse on the poverty-environment degradation
nexus has justified the need to control and modernise local communities causing multiple
social and epistemic injustices (Fairhead and Leach, 1996; Robbins, 2012; Rodríguez, 2017).
RoN-discourse therefore indicates more radical environmentalism, confronting the
justifications for land enclosure which in Uganda has led to the loss of livelihood and
subsequent loss of purpose leading to a „deep sense of disempowerment and reduced
agency…‟ (Murphey et al. 2017:692).
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The traditional „African‟ worldview is further framed in conflict with „‟the anthropocentric view
where nature is to be exploited‟‟ (AFRICE, 04/07/19). Speaking on anthropocentrism, a
participant remarked „‟…. until that changes, our economics and even education… is also a
motivation for nature destruction‟‟ (ibid). Another participant said policy-makers should „‟…stop
relying on technologies and know it [Earth] has limits….‟‟ (ANARDE, 22/07/19) indicating a
challenge to technoscientific narratives supporting continued resource-extraction with
environmental mitigation (Mackenzie et al. 2017). The former participant commented how
such change in environmental thinking is best realised „‟…if rights of indigenous communities
are recognised within a legal framework… then we can have paradigm shift to recognise
practices which preserve nature with its own rights, not as a commodity‟‟ (AFRICE, 04/07/19).
Calling for culutral change resembles an idealism akin to „green consciousness‟ where „it is
ideas, not material forces, that move history‟ (Dryzek, 2013:198).

The previous participants‟ quotes signify how RoN-advocates recognise the independent
agency of existing legal, political and economic structures to hinder the required cultural
change. Another participant said „‟[Uganda‟s] law is not protecting the environment, it needs
rights…‟‟ (ANARDE, 22/07/19). The State and judiciary are viewed as an instrument, capable
of passing laws to institutionalise RoN as understood by local communities and grant
alternative knowledge and CEG-systems more recognition, protection and autonomy. This
pragmatism highlights a bridge between idealism and materialism, radicalism and reformism
(Dryzek, 2013). Though critical, all participants mentioned the usefulness of the State and
transnational policy. Although, there is a nuance between participants. For example, NAPE
(16/07/19) emphasised the need for a „‟critical mass‟‟ claiming RoN, whereas ANARDE
(22/07/19) stressed being careful to not claim anything before in-depth legal studies into how
and what ecologies should gain RoN. This shows how there may be different understandings
of narratives within „discourse coalitions‟ (Hajer, 1995). It shows deciding what nature shall be
legally personified is ultimately anthropocentric, political and culturally-specific, presenting an
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internal contradiction and risks reproducing winners and losers without adequate procedural
justice (Callon et al. 2017; Rafi, 2017).

Through articulating claims around the recognition of sacred geographies, RoN could be
classified as Robbin‟s‟ (2004) „seed,‟ presenting a new form of politicised environmentalism to
an environmental context which, similarly to transnational conservation circles, remains largely
centred on apolitical and technoscientific protectionist and market-based modes of
conservation (Holmes, 2011; Lyons et al. 2017). Following Robbin‟s (2012) „subject and
identities‟ thesis, the RoN-advocacy appears to represent a new movement where a collective
discourse has emerged resisting modern development and its underlying individualistic and
anthropocentric ontology and capitalist political-economic systems, regarded as unnatural and
un-African. Such discourse indicates a seemingly radical and imaginative EJ movement,
connecting local social and epistemic justice issues with ecological justice and confronting
existing dominant social-structures and narratives (Taylor, 2000; Dryzek, 2013).
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Figure 2.0: Diagram illustrating how RoN could be used to claim the recognition of CEGsystems and food and water sovereignty for Indigenous Peoples

4.2 Relationships:
RoN-advocates understand relationships within nature as cooperative, not competitive. As
one participant said, „‟…there is cooperation between nature, less red in tooth and claw, more
that we cannot live without it, it supports us‟‟ (AFRICE, 04/07/19). This rejects Darwin‟s
„survival of the fittest‟ theory, suggesting the Earth is naturally harmonious, where „human
beings exist as one part of a community of life‟ and even predation would ensure „mutualenhancement,‟ the prosperity of other beings (Burdon, 2011:64). The common theme
throughout the interviews and grey literature is that bio-egalitarianism is understood by
traditional „African‟ knowledge, but not by Western/modern anthropocentric society. In this
sense, there is a distinction between a society aware of being a part of a larger Earth
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community versus an unaware society. A participant supports this comment when saying
…‟‟[indigenous] communities are not looking at these trees as commodities without rights…,‟‟
and, „‟…when Africans are planting food, they follow the cosmology of the Earth, they follow
the wind, the direction of flying birds‟‟ (AFRICE, 04/07/19). This highlights how RoN-advocates
do not see the world consisting of an object versus human-subject dualism, but a collective of
subjects enabling each being to flourish. Second, indigenous peoples are framed as behaving
more naturally, whereas the rest of society behaves unnaturally, negatively impacting others
within the Earth Community. This language of difference/otherness remained throughout the
interviews, and appears somewhat essentialist.

However, one participant was keen to point out how RoN-advocates are not romanticising
indigenous peoples.
„‟…only a few elders hold the traditional values and knowledge which respects the rights of
nature. Otherwise, the communities are similar to others, also part of the encroachment and
deforestation seen elsewhere.‟‟ (AFRICE, 23/07/19)
This indicates recognition of heterogeneity within local communities, whereby only some
members retain the „harmonious‟ value systems. This is supported by examining the strategies
of NAPE, AFRICE and Gaia Foundation, who locate specific elders, or „custodians‟ believed
to have knowledge on ancestral and territorial histories, sacred-natural-sites, seed rituals and
other key elements of CEG-systems (Gaia, 2019). A participant from AFRICE (04/07/19)
described this as a challenging process as, „„…indigenous communities are looked at as
backwards by development.‟‟ This shows advocates feel only certain individuals hold the
knowledge of harmonious nature-society relationships, which may be revitalised, but is hidden
due to a lack of confidence after a long history of suppression by colonialism and
modernisation. Therefore, the seemingly unnatural idea of competitiveness and society-over-
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nature hierarchy is viewed as non-indigenous to Uganda, a persistent (neo)colonial ontology
and political economy.

Figure 3.0: Table Outlining Uganda’s RoN-advocacy Discourse according to Dryzek’s (2013)
Framework
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4.3 Agents and Motives:
Though individual custodians are recognised to play a key role in the revival of traditionalecological-knowledge which respects RoN, advocates primarily speak in terms of
communities. For example, when speaking about the implications of the new NEA, one
participant said:
„‟… there is the need for making the indigenous communities understand the laws and policy
like the Environmental Act. To explain it to them as it would empower them to assert their
rights‟‟ (AFRICE, 04/07/19).
This quote highlights the assumption that communities will collectively work together to realise
their collective capabilities. This also assumes a role for non-local actors and policy to
recognise and protect local knowledge understood to be suppressed and in need of
revitalisation. This correlates with environmental literature advocating for community-based
conservation, suggesting local-ecological-knowledge can best ensure effective management
of natural-resources, especially if complemented, not dominated, by modern-science (Berkes,
2004). In working specifically with custodians/elders, the RoN-advocates work at the
community level seeking to „‟… document their community ecological knowledge systems,
their traditions and engage with government to recognise these systems‟‟ (NAPE, 16/97/19).
RoN-advocates appear to see EJ issues not just as an individual experience, but manifested
at the community level, whereby loss of CEG- and food-systems produces a loss of sense of
community, collective identity and ultimately less community functioning (Schlosberg and
Carruthers, 2010).

However, RoN-advocates risk homogenising communities, unless there is engagement with
how heterogeneity manifests itself along different social divisions. As Li (2015) demonstrates
through her research with indigenous peoples in Sarawak, capitalist political-economy within
indigenous communities stimulates processes of accumulation by dispossession, driven by
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community-members, not external corporations. As a commons becomes privatised,
individuals are rapidly forced to work for wages, those ahead buying land, others selling to
survive, creating social polarisation which would have been occurring in Uganda since the
colonial era (ibid). It is then reductionist to assume obstacles for respecting RoN and reviving
CEG-systems will only come from the top-down before exploring how local power-relations
may influence the willingness of communities to collectively claim the RoN. This highlights the
need to explore the interests, values and norms of the local people, then compare them with
the RoN-advocacy to discern whether external actors are romanticising local communities to
naturalise their own ideologies, or if there is a genuine local-level drive to protect traditional
CEG-systems for a more eco-centric future.

Regarding the Government, it is generally referred to as a challenge to realising EJ claims.
When speaking about the GoU‟s view of indigenous peoples‟, one participant said:
„„Empowerment to them is to get indigenous peoples to abandoned their culture, come to
town and get western education and religion. Once they have abandoned these places, then
the Government will destroy those ecosystems with oil and roads.‟‟ (AFRICE, 04/07/19)
Participants further highlighted how the Government has previously tried to/has changed laws
to pursue its own interests without public consultation (ANARDE, 2017). For instance, the
Uganda Constitution (Section 244) was amended in 2005 giving the GoU access rights to subsurface resources, meaning the GoU can access mineral-rich land without community
consultation (IWIGA, 2017). The quote indicates mistrust in the Government to recognise
alternative knowledge, land-rights and environmental law. Advocates explained how specific
language must be used when speaking to the GoU, ensuring any claim is backed-up with
objective quantitative evidence and supported by a „‟critical mass‟‟ of citizens (NAPE,
16/97/19). This relates to the lessons learnt by civil-society in previous EJ-struggles, including
resistance to Mbira forest‟s conversion into sugarcane plantations, where economic valuation
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of ecological-change played a key role in blocking government-backed industrial development
(Twesigye, 2008). Despite concerns over governmental interests, participants felt the GoU will
listen to or „‟fear‟‟ local communities provided they approach the GoU in the correct manner
(OSIEA, 18/07/19). This indicates participants feel the GoU represents a discursive
hegemony, shaping the terms of opposition (Fairclough, 1995). As one participant mentioned,
„‟…if it [RoN] is claimed as anti-developmental, then it will be dead on arrival‟‟ (ANARDE,
22/07/19). Consequently, the RoN-advocacy is careful to navigate around the GoU‟s motives,
but ultimately seeks to confront their power over environmental agendas. This shows RoNadvocates adjust their discourse according to their audience, suggesting how environmental
discourse is contextualised, and influenced by external actors (Tulet, 1998).

Interviews further revealed a mistrust in conventional environmental civil-society to recognise
indigenous peoples‟ knowledge, values and CEG-systems. When asked about the recognition
of sacred-natural-sites at the World Wildlife Congresses (Hawai‟i, 2016), one interviewee said
larger environmental organisations do not:
„‟…. recognise the traditions of communities, communities who are small-scale farmers
practicing indigenous knowledge…they have not recognised that connection between
recognising indigenous knowledge and recognising RoN. It is written down in African
Commission and IUCN reports, but there is still need for engaging indigenous communities.‟‟
(AFRICE, 04/07/19)
The participant feels civil-societies‟ rhetoric is progressive, but lacks commitment in practice,
separating themselves as more proactive and devoted to systemic change. Others spoke
about the lack of involvement of indigenous peoples‟ in national and regional workshops,
signalling concern for procedural injustice, likely resulting in misrecognition of their interests
and values (Martin, 2017). Participants commented on the growing global awareness of the
role of indigenous peoples‟ in conservation efforts, citing the United Nation‟s Harmony with
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Nature Initiative and the ACHPR‟s (Resolution 372) recognition of sacred-natural-sites. The
advocates discourse is therefore hopeful that with awareness at the local-level of global and
regional policy, communities will be in a stronger position to make their own claims,
understood to be more legitimate from the GoU‟s perspective (OSIEA, 18/07/19). This
indicates a pragmatism within the RoN-network, setting the stage for active engagement with
higher-level institutions (Dryzek, 2013).

The caution around civil-society appears somewhat sensible considering RoN could be coopted to promote exclusionary rights (Bajpai, 2017). RoN-advocates are claiming recognition
for sacred-natural-sites in Murchison Falls National Park in western Uganda (NAPE and Gaia
Foundation, 2014). This park is currently being explored for commercial oil reserves, indicating
limitations of neoliberalised environmentalism in the face of extractive frontiers as tourist park
fees cannot compete against oil revenues, in the short-term (Mackenzie et al. 2017). Some
NGOs like the Wildlife Conservation Society are engaged in mitigating the impact of the oilindustry (WCS, 16/07/19). Although, one can assume some preservationists will be against
industrial-activity in Murchison. If sacred-natural-sites are recognised there, it would
strengthen claims for the park being a „no-go mining zone,‟ and permit cultural practices to
offer greater social justice resulting in less conflict between parks and people for more effective
ecological protection (Martin, 2017). Subsequently, RoN could „connect disparate groups‟
(Robbins, 2012:217). Although, the institutionalisation of CEG-systems allows the
preservationist‟s goals to be met, reinforcing their dominant narratives whilst indigenous
peoples do not have power over decision-making processes, thus undermining empowerment
and epistemic justice, a process coined „environmentality‟ (Agrawal, 2005; Blaikie, 2006). RoN
may converge different actors as new environmental subjects, which risks co-option and
contradicting initial more transformative visions.
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5.0

Network Relations

5.1 Specialisation:
The RoN-advocates each specialise in particular strategies based on their professional
expertise to impact upon the forms of hegemonic power to better attain their shared goals.
NAPE and AFRICE work mostly at the grassroots level, formalising community-based
organisations, helping local community-members document CEG-systems and holding
community discussions and trainings on how to claims rights and hold the GoU and privatesector actors accountable for socio-ecological changes (NAPE, 2016). The Gaia Foundation
supports them and also operates at the regional and international level (Gaia Foundation,
2019). The Gaia Foundation works closely with the ABN whom they previously helped
establish to promote food sovereignty, indigenous knowledge and RoN regionally (ABN,
2015). They have previously organised workshops and extended trainings on Earth
jurisprudence in Uganda and regionally, and arranged intercultural exchanges between seed
custodians from across Africa (ibid). ANARDE works towards national legislation on RoN and
OSEIA is a key donor to the network (ANARDE, 22/07/19). This specialisation was arranged
after a series of workshops in Kampala (2013-4) hosted by Gaia Foundation and NAPE where
they discussed limitations of Uganda‟s environmental law, the role of sacred-natural-sites in
conservation and food and water sovereignty, and RoN and „no-go mining zones‟ (NAPE,
2014). Though there is specialisation, the organisations support each other through flows of
material resources and knowledge (see figure 4.0).
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5.2 Resource-flows:
One flow of material resources is between OSIEA as a financial donor and the smaller NGOs,
AFRICE and NAPE. Much development literature highlights the control of financial and
technical resources creates donor-recipient power asymmetries, whereby donors can
dominate development discourse as recipients try to adhere to donor terms and conditions to
access resources (Mosse, 2004; Crush, 1995). This suggests OSEIA has power over
recipients. Alternatively, Uganda‟s RoN-advocacy network appears more balanced and
cooperative. OSIEA agreed to support Earth jurisprudence activism after learning about it from
NAPE and Gaia Foundation, choosing to fund the cause feeling it was best to support
grassroots-activity following less successful efforts to improve the quality of parliamentary
debates around oil-governance (OSEIA, 18/07/19) The smaller NGOs did not have to appeal
to the donor in the same way others compete for funding, illustrating how power may not be
exercised in outwardly „loaded‟ relations (OSEIA, 18/07/19; Moorse and McNamara, 2005).
This suggest less need for recipients to depoliticise and homogenise local realities to fit them
into „black boxes‟ which complement the donor‟s language of valuation (Mosse, 2004). The
shared goals and regular dialogue within this primarily Kampala-based NGO-network
suggests more transparent relations, implying reduced managerialism where recipients have
less requirement to report success according to certain donor-decided terms and procedures
(Townsend and Townsend, 2004). This would enable the organisations to focus more on their
downward accountability and strategies with local-communities, to better ensure the discourse
around RoN is representative of and supported by grassroot actors whom organisations
engage with.
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Figure 4.0: Diagram indicating the flow of resources, knowledge and reports between
different levels of decision-making, and the activities and key actors and/or policy at each
level.

Knowledge is also shared within the RoN-network. Reports from the grassroots-level are
disseminated to organisations who have access to higher-level decision-making processes.
For example, funded by the European Union, NAPE and Gaia Foundation reported how
protecting sacred-natural-sites as „no-go mining zones‟ could ensure local control and access
to water, and the ability to conduct seed rituals which require indigenous seed varieties,
thereby serving to conserve agrobiodiversity and reduce dependency on modern hybrid seed,
thus realising greater food sovereignty (NAPE and Gaia Foundation, 2014). Such grassrootslevel reporting from participatory CEG-mapping exercises offered supporting evidence for
regional and international advocacy work (AFRICE, 04/07/19). This includes lobbying the
African Commission on Human and Peoples Rights (ACHPR) to recognise and protect sacrednatural-sites (Chennells and Nadal, 2015). Since, the ACHPR‟s Resolution 372 has
recognised their claims and both NAPE and Gaia Foundation were commended by Uganda‟s
Human Rights Commissioner (Rhoades, 2017). Therefore, the alliance between organisations
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enables the grassroots to link to international policy-making processes, demonstrating how
„power with‟ creates an agency to impact upon institutions and networks (Rodriguez et al
.2017).

The collaborative action of RoN-advocates also materialised the agency to impact upon
national level legislation, the key example being the RoN (NEA, Article 4, 2019). RoNadvocates coordinated their strategies to ensure those who are most „inside‟ Ugandan
environmental decision-making processes take the role of influencing the RoN formalisation.
It was ANARDE who primarily took this on. ANARDE sensitised members of parliament,
lawyers, judges and civil-society on RoN and conducted legal studies into RoN‟s feasibility
(ANARDE, 22/07/19). Through careful deliberation, ANARDE successfully introduced RoN to
the National Environment Management Authority (NEMA), the GoU‟s main environmentalpolicy agency, who later formalised RoN (ibid). An interview with ANARDE revealed how they
were initially drafting a bill on RoN to present to parliament (ibid). However, civil-society
pressured the GoU to pass a National Environment Bill (2017) to revise the 1995 NEA to cater
for contemporary concerns e.g. oil and plastic (Karugaba, 2019). A Natural-Resource
Committee was established to manage such revision which permitted civil-society to advocate
ideas for the new Act (ANARDE, 22/07/19). This offered ANARDE an opportunity to present
RoN to Government.

ANARDE created a legal report, referencing grassroot-level documentation from NAPE, Gaia
Foundation and AFRICE alongside examples of Ecuador‟s and New Zealand‟s recognition of
RoN (ANARDE, 22/07/19). Using this, ANARDE explained to the committee why nature should
have rights, to ensure Ugandan citizens realise their constitutional right to a clean and healthy
environment (Article, 17(1)(i)) (ibid). ANARDE explained how development is being
undermined by a degraded environment, choosing examples Kampala-based decision-
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makers could relate to (ibid). This indicates strategically using certain discourse in particular
situations (Tulet, 1998). ANARDE mentioned how committee members were „„…convinced so
much…‟‟ when explaining the „„spiritual‟‟ connection between indigenous peoples‟ and naturalresources, and how „„…people should reconnect with nature in the ways indigenous peoples
have…‟‟ (ibid). It is surprising to hear the NR Committee identified with these claims
considering the normative discourse in Uganda is local communities are environmental threats
(NEMA, 2017). ANARDE admitted at first the committee „„…thought Rights-of-Nature was
fiction, witchcraft…‟‟ (ANARDE, 22/07/19). Although, ANARDE is well-respected within the
Kampala‟s environmental legal circle, on different committees including a member of NEMA,
an „insider‟ if you will (ibid). ANARDE also said the NR Committee was somewhat sensitized
to Earth jurisprudence ideas given Hon. L. Songa was present who had attended the ACHPR
meetings where NAPE, Gaia Foundation and ABN had lobbied for protection and recognition
of sacred-natural-sites (ibid). This suggests how ANARDE was in a position to be listened to
by the committee.

5.3 An ‘Insider’ Position:
The points above demonstrate how the experience, reputation and „insider‟ position of
ANARDE permitted access to legislation-making processes. The legitimacy of the alternative
RoN claims was then supported by knowledge from the grassroots, shared by other RoNadvocates. This supports Lyons et al.‟s (2017:337-38) suggestion that „interconnected hubs‟
between reformist pragmatism and radical claims may enable the promotion and formalisation
of alternative re-imaginings of environmental sustainability and justice „that are yet to be
realised.‟ This shows sharing knowledge on decision-making processes, international
legislation and policy, advocacy strategies and, the wider political context of environmental
change, can help people and organisations to impact upon networks and institutions when
opportunities arise (Crespo, 2005 in Rodriguez et al. 2017). The concerted RoN-advocacy
demonstrates a stable and flexible movement given connections between the grassroots,
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institutions and global policy-making has enabled wider awareness at local, national and
international levels on the relationships between culture, ecology, livelihoods and extractivism
(Gupta, 2013). The recognition of RoN may change the Albertine Graben‟s legal landscape.
Advocates hope it will build the confidence of local communities to claim cultural-rights using
RoN to articulate alternative development discourses which confront potential processes of
accumulation by dispossession driven by industrialisation (Martinez-Alier et al. 2010). As
previous literature on EJ-struggles illustrates, a strong network with clearly articulated
alternatives prior to environmentally harmful activities creates a less reactive movement where
greater environmental justice and sustainability is more likely to materialise (Bebbington et al.
2008; Tetreault, 2019). Although, such conclusions were based on EJ-struggles in Ecuador
and Mexico where indigenous rights have more governmental recognition, EJ-struggles
included more wealthy and influential individuals and importantly the economies are larger
than Uganda‟s suggesting less interest in the substantial revenues oil-mining could bring (ibid;
ibid; Suruma, 2014). Subsequently, even with a clearly articulated alternative vision of
development, the political-economic context may place significant structural barriers on
resistance claims.

Furthermore, this case-study demonstrates how an insider position can enable organisations
to clarify the experiences, interests and norms of local communities to higher-level decisionmakers and, to mount their counter-discourses of local communities (Rodriguez et al. 2017).
This suggests how NGO-networks can connect the grassroots-level realities to higher-level
decision-makings to facilitate a process of „transformative learning‟ (Armitage et al. 2008). This
refers to policy and law-makers gaining a greater understanding of local realities to ensure
their decisions are better adapted to the local-level (ibid). Greater adaptive-capacity helps
ensure the governance of inherently uncertain socio-ecological systems is less likely to
reproduce inter- and intra-community inequalities and injustices (Colfer, 2005). This indicates
potential to realise greater justice and ensure more effective environmental governance
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(Martin, 2017). This falls at a time when the GoU‟s plans to begin oil exploration in the Albertine
Graben which will undoubtably have implications for livelihoods and ecology in an area reliant
on agriculture and fisheries (Suruma, 2014). Although, given the reported oil-related corruption
scandals and opaque production licencing, even if there is room to mount counter-discourses,
vested interests may see them not listened to (Vokes, 2012). This highlights the need for
management structures which ensure information transparency, and collaboration between
communities, civil-society, government and private-sector to reveal power asymmetries to
best facilitate transformative learning processes (Colfer, 2005; Armitage et al. 2009).

However, political spaces are dynamic and evolve (Berkes, 2009). Considering the uncertainty
surrounding the implementation of RoN, there is potential for future opportunities to
communicate counter-discourses. Based on the RoN-discourse, this would likely include
challenging the dominant narrative of local community-members being purely economically
rational individuals who will encroach and deforest biodiverse areas in order to secure
economic gains (Duraiappah, 1998; NEMA, 2017). If so, the RoN-advocacy would be claiming
an „environmentalism of the poor,‟ arguing the revival of traditional-ecological-knowledge can
help communities defend ecological conditions which support local livelihoods and have
specific environmental values, from natural-resource enclosure and extraction by elites to
benefit distant social-metabolisms (Martinez-Alier, 2002). Considering the environmental
politics in western Uganda is influenced by interests in extractive-industry, such claims would
need to be supported by much documented evidence to avoid being regarded as antidevelopmental (Lyons et al. 2017). This highlights the importance of close connections in the
RoN-network and careful strategic planning.
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Subsequently, the insider position of the RoN-network indicates their facilitatory function,
linking diverse actors at the grassroots, national and transnational levels (Folke et al. 2005).
Following the RoN-discourse, such facilitation could increase the agency of the RoN-network
to influence legislation and policy to better enable emancipatory struggles against multidimensional environmental and ecological injustices. This depends on whether citizens decide
to mobilise their claims around specific rights and policy. Additionally, raising issues of cultural
violence would highlight the importance of such concerns to both normative environmental
networks, but also help decolonise EJ activist circles following a greater recognition of the
multi-dimensionality of EJ (Temper, 2018).
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6.0

Transformative Quality

6.1 Epistemic Community:
Cross‟s (2013) defining factors of an epistemic community apply to the RoN-network. As
shown, there are shared motivations, „casual beliefs and policy goals‟ (Cross, 2013:142).
Cross (2013) states it is professional cohesion which enables epistemic communities to
influence decision-making authorities, and not just similar practices. The premeditated
strategies within the assemblage ensure the professionalisms support each other‟s. Cross
(2013) argues rapidly changing policy environments and governmental uncertainty on specific
qualitative issues creates space for epistemic communities to impact upon rule-making. This
occurred when ANARDE influenced the revision of the NEA. This case-study further supports
Cross‟s (2013) argument that Government‟s will turn to epistemic communities only for advice
on less politically significant issues. Uganda‟s environmental sector is largely unfunded
compared to other sectors with NGOs performing a key role in environmental service
provision, suggesting changing the NEA carries less political weight (Nel, 2015).

These points reveal an epistemic community has emerged, claiming an authority on RoN. It
is distinctive given its discourse‟s positive engagement with marginalised indigenous peoples‟
environmental meanings, unlike epistemic communities who typically focus on influencing the
implementation of technoscientific and protectionist environmentalism (Gilbert and Sena,
2018; Holmes, 2011). This implies an epistemic community promoting transformational
change, supporting what they consider an „environmentalism of the poor‟ related to struggles
over competing environmental languages of valuation (Rodriguez et al. 2017; Martinez-Alier,
2009). However, green transformations are argued to stem from grassroots emancipatory
struggle, not pre-determined „seeds from above‟ (Sterling, 2015; Temper et al. 2018). This
tension questions the transformative quality of the RoN-network.
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6.2 A Facilitatory Community:
One reason to suggest the RoN-network has a transformative quality is due to its engagement
with power and culture in it‟s grassroot activities (Rodriguez et al. 2017). In the Albertine
Graben, the RoN-network is supporting the revival of local knowledge and histories, including
mapping territories, CEG-systems, and envisioning exercises (NAPE and Gaia Foundation,
2014). This correlates with literature on citizen-led green transformations, stressing the
importance of local communities re-writing histories and developing counter-discourses to
ensure their representation is more aligned with their sense of self, community, place and
development (Temper et al. 2018). Such processes can establish shared identities for a „power
within‟ to impact upon dominant narratives (Rodriguez et al. 2017). The grassroot-level
activities have also been used by Gaia Foundation and ABN in other countries (Natukunda,
2019). This indicates a general pathway to reproduce „power within‟. However, aiming to
revitalise local knowledge and CEG-system illustrates how outcomes are intended to be
dependent on context-specific interests, norms and meanings, not a rigid blueprint. This shows
an appreciation of culturally diverse pathways to realise a common vision of greater epistemic
and ecological justice, suggesting the RoN-network is more interested in inspiring rather than
sculping claims for socio-ecological justice. This indicates an effort to out-scale, not up-scale
ideas (Temper et al. 2018). This infers the RoN-network in Uganda is more transformative
than other epistemic communities which promote activities at the local-level that overlook
complex political, social and cultural dynamics to replicate outcomes which reinforce
dominant development narratives (Mosse, 2004; Ferguson, 1990).

Furthermore, the activities are not centred around the provision of financial resources to the
communities by NGOs. Instead, the work of NGOs is more about facilitating community
dialogue to begin the process of cultural revival. This suggests the NGOs are less likely to
create community dependency on external resources which would pressure communities into
adhering to NGO expectations which limits actual participation (Gross-Camp et al. 2019). It
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also helps to avoid inter- and intra-community conflict over uneven distribution of resources
by NGOs across different social divisions (Sa‟at and Lin, 2018). However, there remains
questions over who participates in cultural revival activities. This research did not explore
local-level social divisions. However, much past research demonstrates how working with
specific social groups risks creating new burdens or reinforcing power asymmetries created
by customary norms (Martin and Lemon, 2001). Articulating certain communities as
indigenous with special rights asserts a privilege, differentiating them from non-indigenous
communities who may practice similar livelihoods, yet less able to fit the „tribal slot‟, potentially
stimulating inter-community conflict over „otherness‟ (Li, 2008). Environmental conflict may be
avoided through deeper analysis by external-actors which is likely given interviewees
indicated desire to develop trusting, long-lasting relations with community-members.
Nevertheless, RoN-advocates risk (re)producing conflict depending on how local complexities
are understood, and how local people are preassigned roles to fit particular boxes (Li, 2008).

Despite such possibilities, the RoN-network‟s vision of a systemic shift away from
technoscientific environmentalism has transformative quality given it celebrates cultural
plurality and the intrinsic rights of nature. This confronts dominant nature-society relations and
political-economic structures epistemic communities are generally associated with (Holmes,
2011). In Uganda, a key driver of environmental conflict has been land enclosure for protected
areas and market-based schemes such as carbon-forestry (Carmody and Taylor, 2016;
Murphy et al. 2017). Such environmentalism often (re)creates environmental conflicts by
changing natural-resource use and access rights while neglecting different social groups
environmental meanings, thereby impacting upon livelihoods and individual‟s and
community‟s sense of identity and purpose (Robbins, 2012). RoN-discourse and legislation
indicate an important claim and result in establishing a legal environment which may better
enable more dialogue around indigenous peoples‟ cultural- and land-rights, alternative forms
of provisioning, and the role of CEG-systems in conservation.
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7.0 Conclusions

Analysing the collective discourse of RoN revealed a „new wave‟ of environmentalism in
Uganda. It aims to confront dominant narratives which overlook alternative environmental
meanings creating epistemic injustice. Each NGO specialised in specific strategies according
to their professionalism, and are supported through more balanced donor-recipient relations
and a fluid movement of knowledge generated at the grassroots-level, and from international
RoN-activism. Actors align to more radical intentions, yet by engaging with formal institutions
they were able to influence decision-making at multiple levels when opportunities arose. This
indicates a double-movement of reformism and more imaginative radicalism providing an
epistemic community with agency to facilitate transformational change for greater social and
ecological justice.

This research has not explored whether the RoN-advocates claims are truly embedded in local
communities. Therefore, it cannot strictly conclude RoN is an alternative driven and owned by
grassroot actors to discern the progression of a citizen-led green transformation. However,
the RoN-network has linked local voices to higher governance levels and presents arguments
to move away from the closed circles of market-based and exclusionary environmentalism.
Importantly, there have been steps towards a regional policy and national legislative
environment which could assist and catalyse indigenous peoples into claiming better
protection and recognition of sacred-natural-sites by articulating how they can deliver RoN.
Given the role of sacred-natural-sites in local CEG-systems, this would help realise greater
sovereignty over their food-systems and livelihoods, whilst ensuring ecological integrity.
Sharing local-level knowledge and documentation to the regional and international levels
supports organisations working to strengthen local collective identities and histories. This aims
to increase the agency of local communities to develop counter-discourses of environmental
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governance and confront hegemonic powers. This shows how the RoN-network has the
potential to influence transformative change.

It is worth remembering this is the first academic article to explore the RoN-advocacy in
Uganda, and there is little non-legal literature on RoN in Africa more generally. It offers an
overview of Uganda‟s RoN-advocacy, a platform upon which to explore the RoN movement
through different political-ecological perspectives. There are many opportunities for future
research on this evolving topic, one brimming with big ideas yet uncertainty given
implementation and enforcement regulations are yet to formalise. Future research may
explore how the stability and flexibility of the RoN-network changes overtime, whether it
continues to focus on the depth of its work with local communities rather than spread, if NGOs
begin operating in new districts, and if new actors join the network which could bring more
resources but also greater risk of co-option and fragmentation (Kumar, 2014). This might
include partnerships with the poorly funded local Government in western Uganda who has
tensions with central Government over centralised exclusionary environmental policies
(Oosterveer and Van Vilet, 2010). Other potential partnerships include other indigenous rights
activists, or the Bunyoro Kabaka (King), the customary ruler of the western region who works
towards the restoration of customary governance. One could also explore whether the RoNdiscourse overlooks local-level complexities, analysing who engages with RoN and how do
they relate to other community-members according to the local political-economy, gender
roles and various historic sources of local power-asymmetries.

Subsequently, this is an area to watch carefully. Epistemic justice and sacred-natural-sites are
increasingly discussed in East Africa, and RoN is growing momentum globally (Gilbert and
Sena, 2018; Settle and Bondízio, 2019; Ito and Montini, 2019). NGOs appear to play a key
role in driving such movements, espousing a discourse of just and sustainable transformation.
Next is to follow whether certain actors co-opt RoN to benefit their own interests and
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environmental meanings, similar to South American cases (Calzadilla and Kotzé, 2018).
Alternatively, RoN could be claimed by indigenous peoples to defend territories and sacrednatural-sites to strengthen community cohesion and local autonomy. This also shows how
RoN could reinforce the adaptability and resilience of sacred-natural-sites and CEG-systems
to global environmental change, and help them maintain bio-heterogeneity in landscapes
threatened to become simplified by increasing intensive agricultural and extractive-industries
(Wild et al. 2010). This indicates how policy should embrace the connection between cultural
rights and conservation and how NGOs should continue to share stories from the grassroots
to inspire similar movements beyond.
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Appendix:

Figure 1: Extra Detail on Data Collection
Secondary data collection helped to locate actors with interests and concerns in RoN and
environmentalism within Uganda, the stakeholders. Snowball sampling was used whereby
researching the partner of initial stakeholders revealed other interested parties. This first stage of
research enabled the creation of an initial map of connections between stakeholders in terms of
shared participation in decision-making processes, resources flows and information sharing.

After the mapping exercise, individual actors and organisations were contacted via email, asking for
an interview in Kampala or over Skype to share their views on RoN. Some participants acted as
gatekeepers, sharing further details of associated people to contact. Thirteen environmental
organisations were contacted, of which eight semi-structured interviews were conducted in Kampala,
one over skype, with seven different organisations. Two members of the Uganda Parliament‟s
Ministry for Energy and Mining and three lawyers working in energy and mining law were contacted,
none responded. A consent form was presented to all interviewees before interviews to obtain their
prior and informed consent. Consent was given verbally, or written. If permitted, interviews were
recorded, then later transcribed to enable the discourse analysis. If not, notes were taken during
interviews.

Secondary information informed the researcher on Uganda‟s background environmental context to
help establish key themes and open-ended questions to keep interviews directed towards the
research aims, yet flexible and conversational for more comprehensive responses (Secor, 2010). It
also helped pre-determine important ethical considerations, highlighting how the positionality of the
researcher would affect the interpretation of interview responses (Longhurst, 2016). Though
interviews are not representative of the wider population, they help to provide a detailed account of
the values, attitudes and interests of key stakeholders, highlighting the discourse surrounding RoN
to help answer the research questions (ibid).
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